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Combinatorially selected peptides and peptide–organic conjugates were used as linkers with

controlled structural and organizational conformations to attach quantum dots (QDs) at

addressable distances from a metal surface. This study demonstrates an approach towards

nanophotonics by integrating inorganic, organic, and biological constructs to form hybrid

nanoassemblies through template-directed self-assembly. Peptide–organic-linked QD arrays

showed stronger fluorescence than peptide-linked QD arrays. We attribute this difference

primarily to the increased number density of QDs on peptide–organic-linked QD arrays.

Introduction

Peptide-mediated assembly of inorganic nanomaterials offers

a powerful approach to form hybrid nanostructures.1 Apart

from their self-assembly and molecular recognition for

inorganic surfaces, designed peptides are robust and can be

genetically engineered to tailor their functionalities such as

binding, linking, erecting, and bracing.2 In addition to twenty

commonly occurring amino acids, there are variants and

synthetic analogues available to produce a virtually unlimited

variety of peptides and polypeptides.3 Furthermore, functional

groups (e.g., carboxyls and amines) appended to the amino

acids can be exploited for different chemical reactions.4

Similarly, metallic and semiconductor nanomaterials with

desired electrical, optical, or magnetic properties can be synthe-

sized for intended applications in electronics, optoelectronics,

or sensing by controlling their size, shape, composition, and

surface chemistry.5 By combining the conformational advant-

ages of peptides with the useful attributes of nanomaterials,

peptide–inorganic hybrid nanoassemblies can potentially be

endowed with tunable properties for a wide range of

applications in nanobiotechnology.6

In recent years, hybrid nanostructures composed of core–

shell quantum dots (QDs) and proteins have become a subject

of considerable interest for developing novel sensors and bio-

materials.7–10 For example, maltose-binding protein conju-

gated to CdSe–ZnS QDs were used as probes in immunoassays

and as active components in sensors based on Förster

resonance energy transfer.8 In a separate approach, peptides

were directly immobilized onto the surface of QDs to improve

their stability in aqueous media and to greatly enhance their

biocompatibility.9 In addition, the versatility of proteins has

been exploited in the assembly of QDs to form hybrid nano-

structures in solution.10 While much work has been accom-

plished in solution, less effort has been invested in the

construction of protein–QD hybrid nanoassemblies on solid

supports.11 Surface immobilization of QDs at specific sites in

arrays constitutes an essential step towards fabricating devices,

and is necessary for fundamental understanding of electronic

and optical interactions within the ensembles of QDs.12

Although there have been spectral studies on surface-bound

QDs,13 spectral characterizations on arrays of protein–QD

hybrid nanoassemblies have not yet been carried out.

Therefore, investigations towards revealing the effects of the

geometrical arrangement of QD ensembles with high solid-

state packing densities and the populations of QDs within

these ensembles on absorption, scattering, and luminescence

properties of hybrid nanostructures are lacking.

We report here the utility of genetically engineered peptides

as biomolecular linkers to direct the self-assembly of QDs

into periodic arrays on a metal surface and the use of spatially

resolved spectral measurements of fluorescence from the

resulting hybrid nanostructures. This study is the first step

towards investigating surface-plasmon-enhanced luminescence

properties of peptide–QD hybrid nanoassemblies for opto-

electronic and sensing applications through control of the

QD–metal distance using peptide linkers. Conventional

approaches to assemble QDs have been based on thiol or

silane linkages, hydrogen bonding, Coulombic attraction, and

van der Waals forces.14 These interactions, however, are non-

specific toward a given substrate; for example, thiols will bind

indiscriminately to any metal—gold, silver, or platinum. Our

approach is unique in the application of combinatorially

selected peptides as linkers. Using peptides to exquisitely

control the range of physical properties and ordering of

inorganic nanomaterials is one of the major promises of
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molecular biomimetics.2 Employing both phage display and

cell surface display technologies, we have developed genetically

engineered peptides for inorganics (GEPIs)15 with surface

recognition for metals16–18 and metal oxides.19 In this study,

gold-binding peptide (GBP1) was used as a model.17,18 In

comparison to self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) or electro-

statically charged polymers that are commonly used as linkers

for QD attachment,13,14 the unparalleled benefit of GEPIs is

their potential ability to recognize elemental composition,

crystallographic structure and orientation, and morphology of

an inorganic surface.15,16,20,21 We demonstrate the potential of

using GEPIs to systematically vary the distance of QDs from a

metal surface and to tailor their spatial configurations within

the patterned ensembles in surface-plasmon-coupled fluores-

cence studies. By exploiting reactive groups appended to the

amino acids, we show that, as biomolecular linkers, GEPIs can

be covalently bonded with p-conjugated functional molecules

through surface chemical reaction to manipulate their struc-

tural organization, which in turn regulates their biological

functionality. We observe an increase in the average QD

attachment density when peptide–organic conjugates are

employed in the formation of hybrid nanostructures, pro-

ducing periodic arrays with controlled photoluminescence

through a combination of tunable QD number density and

well-defined QD–metal spacing.

Results and discussion

The 14-amino-acid-long GBP1 (MHGKTQATSGTIQS),

combinatorially selected and further engineered, exhibits an

interesting dual trait. It binds to gold surfaces and controls

morphogenesis of gold nanoparticles that predominantly

feature {111} crystallographic surfaces.15,17 Interestingly,

GBP1 does not include cysteine or histidine, two residues

known to bind with metals.17 Experimental and modeling

studies have shown an increase in the binding strength of

GBP1 on the gold surface with 3-repeats compared to

1-repeat.18 In this work, as an additional functionality, we

incorporated biotin (bio) to 3-repeat GBP1 (bio-3RGBP1, bio-

[MHGKTQATSGTIQS]3) at the N-terminus to create a

bifunctional construct which serves as a binder for specific

adsorption to the gold substrate as well as a receptor for

controlling the self-assembly of streptavidin (SA) function-

alized CdSe–ZnS QDs (SA-QDs) through bio-SA binding. We

chose to use bio-SA binding for the following reasons: (i) it is

one of the strongest ligand–receptor interactions found in

nature (dissociation constant: Kd y 10215 M); (ii) its bond

formation is well understood; (iii) the reaction between bio and

SA is relatively fast (within y30 min); and (iv) the resulting

bio-SA complexes are extremely stable over a wide range of

temperature and pH.22 Each SA-QD ranges in diameter from

15 nm to 18 nm and contains 5 to 10 SA molecules covalently

attached onto the surface of a QD through ester formation.23

Their emission spectrum is narrow and symmetric (full width

at half maximum, FWHM, y30 nm) with the peak maximum

near 605 nm.23

Incorporating QDs into devices for many applications, such

as array-based chemical and biological sensors, requires

governing their self-assembly characteristics and their posi-

tional arrangement on solid supports.12 To achieve spatial

control over the peptide-mediated formation of QD hybrid

nanoassemblies, gold substrates patterned by microcontact

printing (mCP)24 were used as templates (Fig. 1). We employed

mCP for its experimental simplicity and its capability to

generate patterns over a centimeter-scale area in a parallel

fashion. As illustrated in Fig. 1, two schemes were formulated

to vary the spacing between QDs and gold surface (determined

by the linker length) and to examine the functionality of

Fig. 1 Sketch of the experimental procedure. A gold substrate patterned by mCP of OEG provides a template to allow the sequential self-assembly

of linkers and QDs in a site-specific fashion into periodic arrays. In Scheme 1, the patterned gold substrate was backfilled with MMAPA, followed

by the covalent attachment of peptides onto MMAPA through Schiff base formation between –NH2 groups on peptides and –CHO end-groups of

MMAPA. In Scheme 2, peptide linkers were directly immobilized onto the gold substrate through surface recognition. Because of the difference in

heights of peptide linkers and MMAPA-grafted peptide linkers, QDs are attached at different distances from the metal surface.
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bio-3RGBP1 when covalently bonded with p-conjugated

functional molecules. Since the biological functionality of

peptides is mainly related to their structural conformation,

covalent attachment of bio-3RGBP1 onto the SAMs of fused-

ring aromatic thiols is anticipated to alter their physical

characteristics and, therefore, their binding behavior and

molecular recognition.

Achieving highly selective placement of QDs is essential

on the substrate while minimizing non-specific interactions

during self-assembly for producing devices where the patterned

formation of hybrid nanostructures is required. Therefore,

both schemes described in Fig. 1 begin with the patterning of

gold substrates (y1 cm2) by mCP of 11-mercaptoundecyl-

tri(ethylene glycol)alcohol (OEG; 1 mM ethanolic solution)

that serves as a non-fouling coating. Within areas where the

polydimethylsiloxane stamp is in contact with the gold

substrate, SAMs of OEG are formed within y20 s while

non-contact areas remain unmodified. The regions passivated

with OEG effectively resist adsorption of proteins.25 As

a result, layer-by-layer self-assembly of bio-3RGBP1 and

SA-QDs was achieved in a site-specific manner onto the

regions unmodified by the printed OEG SAM.

We have capitalized on the surface chemical reaction to

covalently bond bio-3RGBP1 onto the SAM of fused-ring

aromatic thiols. Covalent attachment of peptides is a critical

issue in the development of diagnostic assays and drug

discovery platforms.26 This process is facilitated by a simple

means of anchoring peptides onto pre-formed SAMs with

selective and efficient reactivity. As outlined in Scheme 1 of

Fig. 1, the patterned gold substrate is immersed into a

degassed solution of (10-mercaptomethyl-9-anthryl)(4-aldehy-

dephenyl)acetylene (MMAPA; 0.5 mM ethanolic solution) to

produce reactive sites for covalent attachment of bio-3RGBP1

through Schiff base formation (–HCLN–) between amine

groups (–NH2) on bio-3RGBP1 and aldehyde end-groups

(–CHO) on MMAPA. Typically, covalent attachment of

peptides is carried out on SAMs with carboxylic (–COOH)

functionality in a two-step procedure that involves the forma-

tion of interchain carboxylic anhydride as an intermediary.27

In contrast, Schiff base formation is a one-step procedure that

occurs under ambient conditions and produces water as the

only by-product.28 In addition, SAMs of MMAPA may be

used to anchor not only peptides29 but also non-biological

organic compounds with amine functionality.30 Unique

features of MMAPA are the way in which the –CHO terminal

group is exposed at the terminus of its ethynylphenyl moiety

to promote surface chemical reaction with minimal steric

hindrance and the presence of the anthracene moiety that

allows parallel-displaced p–p stacking with its neighboring

molecules to yield densely packed and highly organized

SAMs.29,30 Noticeably, MMAPA possesses a sturdy frame-

work to resist conformational instability that would inevitably

be induced by the formation of layered architectures involving

additional phases.29,30 After the backfilling by MMAPA, the

sample was copiously rinsed with ethanol and chloroform.

As the second step in both schemes, immobilization of

peptides is carried out by incubating the samples in a solution

of bio-3RGBP1 (5 mg mL21) in phosphate-buffered saline

(PBS, pH 7.4) for 90 min and 30 min for Scheme 1 and

Scheme 2, respectively. In Scheme 2, specific adsorption of bio-

3RGBP1 occurs through surface recognition. In Scheme 1,

covalent attachment of bio-3RGBP1 takes place through

surface chemical reaction. Each unit (i.e., three repeats) of bio-

3RGBP1 contains three –NH2 groups appended to the lysine

residues for potential coupling with the –CHO end-groups of

MMAPA. In both cases, the non-fouling property of the OEG

SAM ensures the immobilization of bio-3RGBP1 in a site-

specific fashion. Prior to the assembly of QDs in the final step,

the samples were thoroughly rinsed in PBS to remove excess

bio-3RGBP1 on the surface, followed by deionized water to

remove any salt residue from PBS. After incubating the

samples in a SA-QD solution for 45 min to allow the bio-SA

binding to complete, unbound QDs were washed off with PBS

and deionized water.

The peptide-mediated sequential self-assembly process can

be visualized by atomic force microscopy (AFM) as displayed

in Fig. 2 for the formation of hybrid nanostructures composed

of MMAPA, bio-3RGBP1, and SA-QDs (Scheme 1 in Fig. 1).

Fig. 2 Template-directed sequential self-assembly of MMAPA, bio-3RGBP1, and SA-QDs into periodic arrays of 2 mm circles (Fig. 1, Scheme 1).

Formation of QD hybrid nanoassemblies showed the specificity of layer-by-layer assembly and spatial organization.
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For AFM studies, arrays of 2 mm holes (i.e., areas unmodified

by the printed OEG SAM) were used as a template. After

backfilling MMAPA into the holes, cross-sectional analysis

revealed that the areas passivated by OEG were y1.6 nm

taller (Fig. 2a « Fig. 1, Scheme 1, step 1). This is in agreement

with the thickness difference between the SAMs of OEG

(2.9 ¡ 0.3 nm)25 and MMAPA (1.3 ¡ 0.2 nm).29,30 In the next

step, covalent bonding of bio-3RGBP1 onto the SAMs of

MMAPA led to another height increase of y1.5 nm and the

leveling of surface topography (Fig. 2b « Fig. 1, Scheme 1,

step 2), corresponding to the immobilization of a layer of bio-

3RGBP1. Negligible non-specific adsorption of peptides onto

the non-reactive areas of the arrays was observed. A dramatic

change of surface topography resulted with the assembly of

SA-QDs (Fig. 2c « Fig. 1, Scheme 1, step 3). A height increase

of about y15–18 nm in the cross-sectional profile confirmed

the QD attachment.

To investigate the dependence of the luminescence pro-

perties of peptide–QD hybrid nanoassemblies on linker

length as well as the ordering and number density of QDs

within the arrays, fluorescence microscopy and spectroscopy

were performed. Arrays of 10 mm lines were used to obtain

long-range correlation in the average QD attachment density.

For qualitative comparison of emission intensities from QD

arrays, fluorescence images were taken on an inverted Nikon

microscope (Eclipse TE2000-U) equipped with a tungsten

halogen lamp as an excitation source. Fig. 3a and c show that,

as expected, most PL comes from the regions where the QDs

were specifically attached. There is a strong contrast in PL

between the hybrid nanostructures and the OEG-passivated

regions, demonstrating precise alignment of the arrays, good

reproducibility, and uniformity of the template-directed self-

assembly process over large areas.

The emission intensity of a fluorophore immobilized on a

metal surface depends on the competition between physico-

chemical processes that can potentially both enhance and

quench the fluorescence.31 This interplay is particularly

sensitive to the distance between fluorophore and metal. For

flat metal surfaces, we expect quenching to dominate enhance-

ment, and the fluorophores closer to the metal are expected to

be quenched more severely than those spaced farther away.32

On this basis, since the distance between QDs and gold

substrate is y8.65 nm when bio-3RGBP1 linkers are used

and y9.95 nm when MMAPA-grafted bio-3RGBP1 linkers

are used (see ESI{ for details), one might expect to see

more fluorescence from MMAPA–peptide-linked QD arrays.

Indeed, the analysis of fluorescence images proved this

hypothesis. The emission intensity from arrays of hybrid

nanostructures with MMAPA (Fig. 3c) was stronger than that

from arrays of hybrid nanostructures without MMAPA

(Fig. 3a). In a control experiment, when SA-QDs were

physisorbed onto the gold substrate, PL was weak with a

low signal-to-background ratio since their separation from the

gold substrate was reduced to y5 nm or less.

However, in addition to affecting the QD–metal spacing,

MMAPA–peptide linkers also alter the average QD attach-

ment density. Between the two types of attachment chemistry,

the differences in structural conformation, molecular arrange-

ment and surface density of biotin functional groups may

affect the subsequent assembly of SA-QDs via bio-SA

interaction. To determine which factor contributes more

(linker length or number density of QDs) to the observed

stronger fluorescence from the MMAPA–peptide-linked QD

arrays, we combine AFM with fluorescence spectroscopy.

AFM characterization showed that the QD coverage in

peptide-linked arrays (Fig. 3b) is less than that in MMAPA–

peptide-linked arrays (Fig. 3d). This may be attributed to the

greater surface density of biotin functional groups, which

enables more QDs to assemble (see below for further explana-

tion). To quantify the differences in QD coverage, three

samples were prepared with each type of attachment chemistry

and five random regions were characterized by AFM for each

sample. From AFM measurements, we calculated the average

QD attachment density to be 190 ¡ 15 mm22 (Fig. 3b) and

250 ¡ 9 mm22 (Fig. 3d) for self-assembled bio-3RGBP1 and

MMAPA-grafted bio-3RGBP1 respectively. This corresponds

to a y32% increase in QD coverage within the MMAPA–

peptide-linked QD arrays.

As shown in Fig. 4, self-assembled bio-3RGBP1 and

MMAPA-grafted bio-3RGBP1 exhibit distinct morphological

Fig. 3 Peptide-mediated surface-immobilized QD hybrid nano-

assemblies. Fluorescence images show precise alignment of the QD

arrays, good reproducibility, and uniformity of the peptide-mediated

self-assembly of QDs over large areas. Unlike thiol linkers that have a

propensity to reactive spreading, peptide linkers enable site-specific

self-assembly through surface recognition. (a,b) Emission and the

corresponding QD coverage within peptide-linked QD arrays. (c,d)

Emission and the corresponding QD coverage within MMAPA–

peptide-linked QD arrays. During the backfilling of the OEG-

patterned gold substrate with MMAPA, place-exchange reactions

between MMAPA and OEG molecules took place. As a result, some

non-specific QD attachment is observed (inset of fluorescence image),

highlighting a shortcoming of thiol linkers in terms of stable binding to

the substrate. However, covalent attachment of peptides onto SAM of

MMAPA results in the denser packing of chemically grafted peptide

linkers. This results in a greater surface density of biotin functional

groups in MMAPA–peptide-linked arrays. This in turn enables more

QDs to assemble through a greater number of biotin–streptavidin

interactions. The average QD attachment densities are 250 ¡ 9 mm22

and 190 ¡ 15 mm22 in MMAPA–peptide-linked arrays and peptide-

linked arrays respectively—a difference of y32% in QD coverage.
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features. Due to fundamentally different immobilization

mechanisms, the structural conformations of covalently

bonded bio-3RGBP1 on the SAM of MMAPA are signifi-

cantly different from the molecular arrangement (ordering,

packing, orientation, and flexibility) of self-assembled bio-

3RGBP1 on gold substrates. During immobilization onto the

gold substrate, bio-3RGBP1 dynamically repositions itself to

maximize its interaction with the gold substrate (i.e., surface

recognition) by spreading out to achieve an intimate contact,

producing a smooth, uniform, and well-ordered surface

(Fig. 4a, b). A topographical 3-D profile (Fig. 4a, inset) shows

that the layer of bio-3GBP1 is conformal with the individual

grains of the gold surface. In contrast, the surface presented by

MMAPA-grafted bio-3RGBP1 is densely packed and more

highly oriented (Fig. 4c, d). As evident in the topographical

3-D profile (Fig. 4c, inset), physical constraints imposed by the

covalent linkages at periodic intervals on the reactive SAM

cause the denser packing of chemically grafted bio-3RGBP1,

resulting in a greater surface density of biotin functional

groups. This in turn allows more QDs to assemble through a

greater number of biotin–streptavidin interactions.

At high solid-state packing densities,33 the fluorescence peak

from a QD film can be red-shifted from that of the QDs in

solution due to energy transfer between QDs of different sizes.

Spectral characterizations of SA-QDs in solution and peptide-

mediated surface-immobilized hybrid QD nanoassemblies

organized in arrays of 10 mm lines are given in Fig. 5. The

emission maximum from QDs in solution (Fig. 5a) and in the

solid state (Fig. 5b) is the same (i.e., near 605 nm), suggesting

little inter-dot energy transfer is taking place at the observed

surface attachment densities in both arrays. Moreover, there

was no noticeable broadening in the emission spectra of

surface-immobilized hybrid nanostructures; the FWHM

remained unchanged at y30 nm following the assembly

of QDs from solution. This is not surprising, given the

relatively narrow size distribution of QDs used, and the

fact that their Förster resonance energy transfer radius is

y4–5 nm,33 and their inorganic shell and ligand coating are

y5.2–6.6 nm thick.23

We now return to the question of whether the increased

fluorescence observed from the MMAPA–peptide-linked QD

arrays arises from longer QD–metal spacing, higher number

density of QDs, or both. To compare fluorescence intensities,

the samples were illuminated with a 532 nm CW laser at

5.7 W cm22 and the emission spectra were recorded with a

100 ms integration time. Fluorescence intensities were repro-

ducible from region to region within y3% in both arrays.

Spatially resolved spectral measurements within each 10 mm

line enable a quantitative comparison of the PL from QD

arrays (Fig. 5b). Consistent with the observation under

fluorescence microscopy, the emission intensity from arrays

of hybrid nanostructures with MMAPA (1) was y27%

stronger than that from arrays of hybrid nanostructures

without MMAPA (2). After normalization of the emission

intensity for each pattern with respect to the average QD

attachment density (3 and 4), the fluorescence per dot from

MMAPA–peptide-linked QDs is y5% stronger than that from

peptide-linked QDs. We thus conclude that while both linker

length and number density of QDs affect the luminescence

properties of the arrays, the main cause of the difference in

Fig. 4 AFM morphological analysis of peptide linkers and MMAPA-

grafted peptide linkers. Height (a, c) and phase (b, d) images were

acquired simultaneously. As a result of fundamentally different

immobilization mechanisms, self-assembled peptides on gold substrate

(a, b) and MMAPA-grafted peptides (c, d) exhibit distinct morpho-

logical features. (a, b) Self-assembled bio-3RGBP1 makes an intimate

contact with the gold substrate, producing a smooth, uniform, and

well-ordered surface. (c, d) Physically constrained by the covalent

linkages, MMAPA-grafted bio-3RGBP1 is densely packed and

highly oriented. Insets in (a) and (c) are 3-D topographical profiles

of self-assembled bio-3RGBP1 and MMAPA-grafted bio-3RGBP1

respectively.

Fig. 5 Photoluminescence measurements. (a) The absorption and

emission spectra of SA-QDs in solution. (b) The emission spectra of

peptide-mediated surface-immobilized QD hybrid nanoassemblies.

Spatially resolved spectral measurements within each 10 mm line

enable a quantitative comparison of the PL from QD arrays. The

emission intensity from MMAPA–peptide-linked QD arrays (1) was

y27% greater than that from peptide-linked QD arrays (2). After

normalization of the emission intensity for each pattern with respect to

the average QD attachment density, the fluorescence per dot from

peptide–MMAPA-linked QDs (3) is y5% stronger than that from

peptide-linked QDs (4).
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fluorescence intensities is the difference in average QD

attachment densities.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have shown the utility of combinatorially

selected peptides in generating periodic arrays of hybrid

nanostructures. In view of the potential of combinatorial

biology technologies to identify peptides with surface recogni-

tion for specific metals, metal oxides, or semiconductor

materials, the utility of GEPIs as biomolecular linkers as

demonstrated in this study may allow new routes to assemble

nanomaterials and form hybrid nanostructures on various

substrates with selectivity for the physical or chemical

properties of an inorganic surface. In addition, we have shown

that synthetic modification of GEPIs (i.e., covalent attachment

to non-biological organic compounds) can further increase

their range of behavior and possible functionality. This work

establishes a framework for investigating the luminescence

properties of surface-immobilized hybrid nanostructures where

both the QD–metal distance and the surface attachment

density can be monitored and controlled. Spectral studies on

energy transfer and optical interactions between QDs and

nanopatterned metal substrates (as opposed to planar metal

substrates as used in this study) are under way and will be

reported in a subsequent publication.
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